
COMPLEMENTARY APPROACHES: To treat metastatic renal cell carcinoma, therapies used are with an oral intake, for the vast majority, and have many side effects that may compromise observance. Strategies of drug holiday have been studied and, in case of an indolent and oligometastatic tumor, studies have shown that active surveillance is possible to delay the introduction of systemic treatment, without compromising the patient survival. A multimodal approach combining systemic and focal treatments can be done with several objectives: to delay even more introduction of systemic treatment by focally treating metastases, to allow drug holiday after partial response to medical treatment by local control of persistent metastases, and to permit drug continuation even in case of dissociated response to systemic therapy, by focal treatment of metastasis(es) in progression. Technics that can be used for focal treatment are metastasectomy, radiofrequency ablation or cryotherapy, and stereotactic radiotherapy. In literature, studies that evaluated this approach are for almost retrospective studies, but they have reported interesting results in terms of local control and low morbidity. In the era of checkpoint's inhibitors, it seems important to make prospective collections of data to validate these practices. In any case, and because international recommendations about multimodal approach are poor, discussions between the different actors of the patient care are essential to find the most beneficial treatment for him.